
"One of my favorite sessions! I can’t wait to
take all of Aleya’s advice back home and

start to use it!"

"The speaker was fun and engaging. Her
content is relatable to all fields. She's even

going above and beyond and looking at
attendee websites to see what works and

what we need to work on. How cool!"

"One of my fave sessions! It fired me up to
revisit my marketing strategy. I learned so

much!"

"Excellent presentation;  very on trend. 
 Best presentation I have seen at the show."

"Great energy and good content" 
 

"I went to all of Aleya’s classes this trip. My
absolute favorite speaker. I really feel like I
can go home and implement her ideas into
my business & I will continue to follow her

now!" 

"Very engaging and entertaining speaker
with great content"

"Best speaker at the conference"

- Catersource + TSE 2020 Participants -

AUDIENCES LEAVE
WITH TANGIBLE TOOLS

AND BROAD SMILES
BECAUSE OF ALEYA'S
EXTENSIVE EXPERTISE

AND ENGAGING
PERSONALITY 

A L E Y A  B R I N G S  T H E  E N E R G Y

ALEYA HARRIS, CPCE
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Aleya came highly recommended and her company seemed a lot more genuine,
credible, and professional than others we've worked with. What surprised me the
most was how fun Aleya was and how engaging she made the material. It was a lot
to take in but she presented it and explained it in a way that was very easy to
follow and integrate.  We now all have a clearer vision and actionable steps to
reach the end goal. Aleya was a pleasure to work with from booking to listening to
her present. You can tell she is passionate and knowledgeable about her field. I
loved the opt-ins and ways to use her tools to grow our businesses without feeling
pressured."

Candanise Courtney, Rising Tide Society - Jackson MS, Chapter, Leader
The Finance Boutique, LLC, Consultant and Strategist

"We all needed guidance and expert
insight about how to use email
marketing for passive income.  Aleya
gave a detailed and interactive
presentation that got straight to the
point. We were able to follow along
and ask questions. The group loved
the information that Mrs. Harris
provided and they left with a
significant amount of information
that they can put to immediate use.

ALEYA HELPS INDUSTRY PROS REACH
THEIR GOALS WITH CREDIBLE

INFORMATION, COMPASSION, AND A
DASH OF HUMOR

"This was phenomenal. Thank you."

"Excellent speaker, she has an awesome, fun personality!  Very knowledgeable!"

"She was really good and fun to listen to - I learned some new things about email
marketing."

"I missed the beginning but LOVE Aleya - would love to see her do another topic!"

"Aleya Harris is a phenomenal and engaging speaker! This was my 2nd webinar
with her, and learned so much from her material."

NACE Members, a Future Proof Your Business session



PARTICIPANTS TAKE TO SOCIAL MEDIA
TO RAVE ABOUT ALEYA'S SESSIONS
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"Thank you again for speaking with
us yesterday. Several attendees
already posted in our FB group it,
having loved it! They said it was so
engaging, they didn’t even feel
tempted to multi-task which says a
lot for Zoom attention spans. We’ve
already started putting together a
plan to work on this together."

Amber Anderson, Refine for Wedding
Planners, Owner

ALEYA WILL HAVE YOUR ATTENDEES
FEELING LIKE THEY HIT THE 

EDUCATION JACKPOT

"Wow. Your session was amazing! 
 Intelligent. Strategic. Insightful.
Super Fun!  It certainly inspires me to
think and act differently but keep
pushing forward despite the many
roadblocks we all face.  Your SWOT
strategy is so important to embrace
for professionals in the wedding and
events industry."

Jude Wellington, CloudBees, Marketing
Event Manager, WeddingPro COR
Participant

“I loved my most recent zoom
webinar with Aleya. Her slides were
engaging and colorful, and she spoke
with confidence and authority. She
knows how to deliver a message.”

Willie Ripple, CSEP. Willie Ripple
Events, Owner



SPEAKER PAGE

BOOK ALEYA TO "EDUTAIN" 
AT YOUR NEXT EVENT
grow@flourishmarketing.co
www.flourishmarketing.co
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